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APEXEL APL-FL10JJ14Y tripod/ring light (black)
The APEXEL APL-FL10JJ14Y ring light is a modern tool that combines functionality and style to suit the needs of today's content creators.
Made from a combination of  aluminum,  ABS and PC,  it  provides  both durability  and light  weight,  making it  ideal  for  those looking for
portable but robust lighting equipment.
 
Versatility of lighting
One of the main features of this ring light tripod is its ability to deliver 26 cm of illumination, allowing for evenly diffused light, ideal for
portrait photography, video conferencing or vlogging. With three light modes (white, yellow, warm yellow) and eleven brightness levels,
users can fine-tune the lighting to suit the environment and the requirements of a particular project.
 
Ease of use and flexibility
The tripod can be adjusted 360°, making it easy to direct light in any direction, providing optimal conditions for any type of shooting or
recording.  Thanks  to  its  1/4  mounting  standard,  it  is  compatible  with  a  wide  range  of  equipment,  making  it  a  versatile  choice  for
professionals and amateurs.
 
High quality and compatibility
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Powered  by  a  USB  interface,  the  ring  light  is  equipped  with  120  LEDs  that  guarantee  the  bright  and  steady  light  needed  to  create
high-quality content. In addition, its design includes an adjustable phone holder that fits most cell phone models on the market, making it
extremely versatile.
 
Portability and convenience of use
The tripod is easy to fold down to a length of 35 cm, making it easy to store and transport. However, when fully extended, it reaches an
impressive 210 cm in length, allowing you to conveniently adjust the height to suit your needs.
 
Included
ring lightextendable tripodphone holderUSB charger 
Manufacturer  Apexel  Model  APL-FL10JJ14YType  of  lightring  lightMain  materialaluminum+ABS+PCLight  diameter  26  cmMounting
standard1/4Adjustable  tilt  angle  Within  360°Light  type 3  light  modes (white,  yellow,  warm yellow)  and 11 brightness  levelsNumber  of
LEDs 120 pcsPower supply USB interfaceTripod length when folded35 cm   Maximum length210 cmSize of  phone holder5.8 cm to 8.7
cmCompatible 98% of cell phones

Preço:

€ 43.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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